
Exhibit “D” 

ADDITIONAL JUSTIFICATION: PROPOSED R5 ZONING 

Additional justification is made supporting the proposed R5 zoning given that 1075 Lindbergh 
Drive in the immediate area of the neighborhood shown on the Land Lot 5 Cadestral Map is 50 feet 
wide lot frontage along Lindbergh Drive with exactly 7,500 square feet in size at the eastern border 
of platted Lindridge/Martin Subdivision.  This lot of transitional size and location is the exact 
minimum frontage and size requirement consistent with R5 zoning.  Said lot located at the eastern 
border of said subdivision and excluded from the national historic register district is similar to 910 
Lindbergh Dr. located at the western border of said subdivision and excluded from said register 
district.  1075 Lindbergh Drive is currently zoned to the MRC-2 mixed use classification and was 
not consolidated with the adjoining property at the time of designation of said register district. 

Additional justification is given to properties supporting the Two-family primary uses allowable in 
the proposed R5 zoning including but not limited to 990 Lindridge Drive and 1016 Lindridge Drive. 
Two-family Dwellings are considered as a building with two dwellings that is not a duplex, where 
a duplex generally has 2 front doors visible from the street along with some proportional criteria.  

Therefore, the proposed R5 zoning as a type of transitional zoning from other high density multi-
family and zero lot lined residential zonings from the west, other zonings such as R-LC or MRC 
mixed use transitional zonings from the east, other properties previously stated in Exhibits A, B 
and C with similar missing middle uses and with varying frontages and sizes, and even the Two-
family properties have not affected the character of said neighborhood historically and such 
qualities have in fact contributed to the character of the corridor. 

Exhibit “E” 

PROJECT SUMMARY CLARIFICATION: NATIONAL REGISTER 

As stated on the National Park Service FAQs: “Under Federal Law, the listing of a property in the 
National Register places no restrictions on what a non-federal owner may do with their property up 
to and including destruction, unless the property is involved in a project that receives Federal 
assistance, usually funding or licensing/permitting.”  Such register designation only “identifies” 
property but places no restrictions regarding zoning or land use.  Any local zoning and land use 
decisions such as proposed by this application has no impact on the existing national register 
designation.   
(National Park Service, n.d. https://www.nps.gov/subjects/nationalregister/faqs.htm) 

All references to said national historic register within this application are to provide context of the 
neighborhood boundary as it was extensively recently reviewed in 2015: (a) to identify the limits 
of the “historic neighborhood” within the meaning of Section 15-06.001(t) and therefore the limits 
of application of subdivision ordinances, (b) to identify those properties, 928 and 922 Lindbergh 
Dr, that although may not contribute any historical significance within the “historic neighborhood,” 
may have to conform to “existing lot layout, patterns, and design” for new subdivisions within the 
meaning of Section 15-08.005(d)6, and (c) to identify those properties categorically excluded from 
the “historic neighborhood,” 910 Lindbergh, as not eligible for listing in the national register district 
and therefore not required to conform to any “existing lot layout, patterns, and design.” 
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Exhibit “F” 

PROJECT SUMMARY CLARIFICATION: ACCESSORY USES 

The application unexpectedly includes a 3 page document entitled ADU FAQs.  The applicant does 
not intend for this document to inadvertently burden the property with any conditions in conflict 
with or otherwise permissible by city ordinances, same as if the document were not included at all 
in said application.  Additionally, permitted accessory uses and structures are the same with the 
current R4 and proposed R5 classifications. 

 

Exhibit “G” 

USE HISTORY SUPPLEMENT: CDP & R5 ZONING 

This application is made relying on the zoning verification by City of Atlanta of R4 classification 
on 910 Lindbergh; however, no specific legacy zoning ordinance was produced to support the 
change to R4 classification.  This parcel appears on the District 17 Land Lot 48 and Land Lot 6 
Cadastral Maps; however, the corresponding Land Lot 48 Zoning Mylar map version unusually 
indicates no O-I zoning classification boundary.  As such, the parcel is identified with both O-I and 
R4 classifications depending on Zoning Mylar map referenced.  Additionally, this parcel number 
for 910 Lindbergh is a derivative of Land Lot 48 and appearing on all the Land Lot 48 Sequence 3 
historical tax maps as Commercial.  However, at some unidentified point in time the parcel appears 
to have become presented on the City of Atlanta Land Lot 06 zoning map instead and assigned the 
R4 zoning classification.  Even subsequent to such designations, the 2011 CDP again identified the 
parcel as Commercial Vacant for 5 years corresponding to the Commercial Property Land Use and 
C4 tax designation category, the City of Atlanta continued to accept property taxes based on a 
commercial property land use for decades, and the City of Atlanta even recently categorically 
applied a Commercial Sanitation billing to the parcel under ownership by the applicant. 
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